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By Kurt Srittner

Here I 5ii staring at ny ATARi-writer trying to think of

sofething inteiiigent to say. All it does is stare back at

me, and I think IT is winning. I'a just in a bad sood

because I got a letter froa the IRS today. When I opened

the letter I got a paper cut that bled all over. Mho says

you can't get blood free a stone)?

This issue contains the RAsIBO/TERfllNATOR XL hardware
a
how

tos
B

and wherefores that I 'm sure you will all want to

read curled up in front of the fire just before going to

bed. Me now have the club's 888X1 upgraded to 5i2K and

running four (count 'em) RAM disks. If the coasuni cations

SIS could get a BBS running on this sachine, it would be a

very nice bulletin board. I was also going to include an

hiCP ;HitSB ;Hi i
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article describing a single patch to DOS 2.3 that will run

on any of the various ATARIs, including our aodified ones;

BUT 1 turned up soae bugs while running it on the 256K

aachine. (It works fine on the 512K sachine). I should

have that whipped into shape in tiae for next aonth.

There has been quite a response froa across the country to

the RAHBO XL issue. Both Hike Redaond and I have gotten

long distance calls fro® other users groups requesting

printed circuit boards.

B. Daltons book stores in Hadsion have offered to give

dub aeebers a sliding discount (based on voiuse! starting

at 13X and going up froa there. To get this discount, we

need to print seahership cards. Hare on this at the

aeeting.

I have gotten several requests froa aeabers for a

classifieds coiuan in the newsletter. A! Divine has cose

up with, a fora to fill out which we intend to hand out at

the general meetings. If you have anything you want to put

in the classifieds, fill out the fora at the aeeting and

hand it back to AI Divine.

The 5235T continues to be the aost talked about sachine of

the year. Rusors abound, and facts are scarce. I would

like to see soae firsthand articles in our newsletter

about the 5233T (if anyone out there is bold enough to

wrte one).
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RfiHBQ/TERHJiiATGR-XL
ARTNSRX
By Mike Redmond
We have included soee circuit hoard artwork in this ish

for building either the RAUBG XL or TERMINATOR XL. The

board is dual purpose. In fact, if you look closely, it

also includes some unlabeiied connections so that you

hardware hackers .out there can build what we call the DEEP

THOUGHT XL of up to 2 MEGA BYTES.. .. (and we wonder why

some people call us crazy).

The circuit board artwork is NOT in an adequate final fora

(the copper paths are very thin) and it is NOT scaled for

simple reproduction. I recommend that local clubs attempt

to find someone that can convert this stuff into a final,

dimensionally accurate transparency for circuit board

production. Within a month, folks in MAAUS will have

accurate transparancies that they say be willing to sell

to some interested users groups. Indicate your interest by

sending a letter to MAAUS. I doubt that ‘mAhUS will get

into distributing the board on any nationwide scale.

Please note that things differ a bit from info in Paul's

construction article. Multicharacter on-board labels have

been converted to single character labels with an external

legend. The chips are not marked on the board in this

artwork. The board also reflects a change in the design

for the TERMINATOR XL circuit. See the TERMINATOR

construction article for details.

ENJOY ! . . « HJR

«8B ASIA
Ik i riLl S ¥§ Mill*
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First, credit where credit is due, Kurt Grittner and Mike

Redeond got this whole project off the ground, their help

was invaluable. Dave Hullenix fabricated the PC board, and

A1 Divine did the artwork for the prototype PC board.

Thanks again guys!

I eagerly awaited the arrival of all the necessary parts

and chips that I needed for the upgrade. The RAM chips and

a few low power TTL chips, a DIP header socket, a few chip

sockets, and a couple of caps and soee wire. The only

tools required were a low power soldering iron, a pair of

seal! pliers, a small phillips screwdriver and a pair of

steady hands. Oh yeah, don't forget a peice of tin foil

for covering the table top that you work on, we don't want

to ruin the new RAM chips by static discharges.

After I got ail «v stuff together it was time to open up

the computer. I turned it over and reioved the 6 phillips

screws and carefully flipped the machine back over

(keyboard side up), being carefuil not to let the two

halves come apart just yet. The 888XL keyboard is

connected to the main board by a rather cumbersome

flexible membrane cable/connecter arrangement which must

be carefully removed from the connector. Don't try it with

anything but your fingers.. A small solderiess connector

has to be unplugged from the cartridge slot area also.

The next thing I did was to remove some core screws which

held the board to the bottom of the plastic shell, there

were three of these screws along the back of the main

board very close to the metal shielding. There was one

more screw to replace located between the joystick ports.

After removing these screws I was ready to remove. the

circuit board and get down to work. I carefully coaxed the

snug-fitting board from the shell and proceeded to

straighten the tabs which held the shielding to the

circuit board. After I had straightened ail the tabs I

took a small screwdriver and removed the shielding. There

it was, the guts of my 888XL. It didn't seem like there

was enough room to fit anything more in there, but where

there is a will there is a way. I was willing to go on.

By Paul Sstiiiettlei'

1 was thinking of buying another disk drive for my 2 year

old 888XL. tfe all know how handy an additional storage

device can be. well, the money just wasn't there so I had

to come up with another way...

After reading an article which appeared in BYTE magazine I

became interested in the idea of upgrading the RAM which

is resident inside the 833XL. The article described a way

in which any brave S28XL owner could make a few

modifications to their machine to get a quarter of a

mega-byte of RAM. Nell, that got me going and I'll tell

you now 1 turned an ordinary 808L into a super
n
RAM-B0ed

fl

828XL. You can do it too...

I wanted to check the ANTIC chip to make sure I could

modify my machine, so I checked chip 07, the video

controller. This chip had to have the number 0021697 to

work correctly. I was in luck — there it was.

NGN case the TRICKY part! Changing the RAM chips. I made

sure the foil was under everything that I was going to

touch with my hands during the rest of the procedure,

including the board and the memory chips. I carefully

pried the eight RAM chips from the sockets located along

the left side of the board. I also removed the chip fro®

the socket labeled U27 just to the right of ail the RAM

chips. Just behind 027 is a small 3 inch square area with

relatively few parts. This is an area where the PC board

would fit nicely.
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I replaced the existing 64k RAH chips with the new 256k

RAH chips, again being extremely carefull not to ruin the

chips with static discharge. I took the old chips and

repacked thea in the tube in which the new RAH chips had

arrived. There^ was no use in trashing the* since they

sight be usefull later. Next it was- on to the fabrication

phase.

I had to assemble the PC board, which was a bit tricky in

it's own right, since the board is so small. The first

thing to do was to cut the DIP header into two halves and

trie away almost all the plastic from the header part,

once this was done I could solder the header pins ta the

pads on the board sarked 'sccket'. There are eight pins

on each side of a chip and since there are two sides on

each one it was a bit tedious (I've got to cut down on

coffee!). Once that part was done, all the rest of the

soldering was easy. I trisaed the header pins froa the top

side of the board (the non-copper side), and then soldered

the IC sockets to the board. These sockets are optional

but I wanted to be able to remove the chips easily in case

cf failure. This sight be a problem in later aodels of the

SS0XL with different types of shielded cases which don't

have the required height. The next thing I needed to

attach to the board were a six wires and a jumper between

two points on the board. Next I plugged the chips into the

sockets assigned to each of the* (they are clearly sarked

on the board) and soldered the wire cosing fros the pad

sarked RAS to the right side hole of resistor sarked R32.

This hole should run to pin 1 of each of the RAH chips.

You will have to desolder the right side lead froa R32

(even though it works without it), to be totally legal.

(You should solder a 33 QHH resistor into this hole and

then solder the RAS wire to the dangling end of this

re5lstor...R.J,R.)-. wrap the R32 resistor with some tape

cr relieve it completely. The other five wires must run to

the 3 port of the PIA chip which the 888XL doesn't use

(the 2nd two joystick ports which the old 988's have built

in), I had to rig up a connector to plug onto these pins

ssds froa a dip socket cut in half and trimied to 5 holes

for the five wires. The PIA chip is , located at U23. It

cust be carefully pried from it's socket. Once the chip

(labeled 6528) was removed, pins 12,13,14,15, and 16 had

to be bent up so they stuck straight out and away froa the

chip. Finally the chip was carefully pushed back into it's

socket.

The last part of the modification was connecting the wires

to the IC socket correctly and plugging it onto the pins

coaaing froa U23. The correct pin connections are:

Finally I was done soldering and the only thing I had left

to do was plug ay new PC board into the empty socket at

U27 and connect the modified socket to the PIA chip at

U23. I was now ready to see if I would blow anything up!

The quickest test would be to see if the machine at least

came up in BASIC since it has its' own internal test

routine. I plugged the power in and turned on the monitor,

and then I switched the board on and patiently waited for

those wonderful words "READY"... And there it was. I had

done it! Now all I had left to do was to carefully

reassemble the RF shielding over the board sides while

making sure the new PC board was not going to short

circuit on the seta! covered shielding. Everything fit

snuggly back into the computer's shell and I only had to

carefully re-attach the keyboard cables before I was ready

to finally close up the casing of what was and would

remain a normally operating 808XL (until I got Kurt

Brittner's new RANBO-XL software).

Actually, the computer would act like a 130XE when the

RAHDISK.COM file was loaded from BOS 2.5.. This is exactly

what the extra board is supposed to do— access the extra

memory and use it for a RAH disk. But isn't something

fishy here? The 133XE only has 128k of RAH and our upgrade

has twice that. The 256k RAH I installed couldn't be used

fully with an ordinary version of DOS 2.5. The new,

special patched version was being developed by K.8. and so

I had to wait.

Wei 1 the wait was not long and it was worth it. Now all I

do is load up DOS 2.5 and I get drive 1 with 707 free

sectors, In addition I have a drive 7 with 787 free

sectors and also a drive 8 with 628 free sectors (it needs

a few sector for some DOS files). Let's see now... that

5

2234 free sectors to plav with. I don't need another disk

drive and I've got RAH disk space thats 58 tunes faster

than a normal disk drive when it comes to copying and

transferring files. The only disadvantage I might have is

in making sure my files are saved to a disk or a cassette

before I power down my computer (turn it off).

I understand a 512k RAH modification prototype has already

been built, wow! A half a mega-byte of memory to play

with.... who says the ATARI computer is nothing but a

machine...

PB2 to: pin 12

PB3 pin 13

PB4 pin 14

PBS pin 15

PB6 pin 16
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BUILDING THE TERMINATOR-XL
Bv Mike RedMona

Paul has gone over the basics about how to build the 256K

RAKBO XL. The 512K TERMINATOR XL is a bit sore involved

and tight be considered a project best suited to hardware

hackers. The sate board used lor RAHBQ is used for

TERMINATOR, but another chip and a few tore resistors are

added, along with another stack of 256K RAH. The (revised)

TERMINATOR XL circuit is included in this ish.

Build up the complete board (with low profile sockets),

including the optional 74LST38, 33 OHH and 3.3K resistors.

I recottend using a chunk of light gauge, 6 conductor,

stranded fiat cable to connect all the PB signals. Bend

out PB2 through PB7 on chip U23 (pins 12 through 17) and

break off half a chip socket that can accoaodate the 6

pins. Solder the first 5 socket pins to the PB2 through

PB6 board connections. The 6th pin of the socket imst go

to the center position of a two way (SPDT) switch (this

can be aounted near the left rear of the cabinet bottoa).

One of the ends of the switch must be wired to the PB7

To build the TERMINATOR you will need the RAHBO parts

(74LS32, 74LS153, 74L5158 (can get free U27 socket), 2

capacitors and a 33 GHH resistor), 16 RAH chips (41256-15

or equiv), a 74LS138, 2 acre resistors (33 OHH and 3.3K)

and a miniature SPDT toggle switch. I also strongly

recommended a set of 8 1C chip heat sinks, some flat

ribbon stranded cable (6 conductor) and some fine gauge

wire wrap wire.

You will probably want to start by stacking your RAMS. You

will have to devise a heat sink to go between the chips

(there are chip heat sinks that can serve this purpose).

Ne found a non-sinked version wouldn't stay happy for more

than about 6 hours. For each of the 8 256K chip sets, slip

one over the other (with heat sink in between) and solder

the upper chip's pins to the lower chips 'pins (1 to i, 2

to 2, etc.). But DON'T solder pin 15 of the upper chip to

the lower chip. That pin does the bank select function and

must be bent out from the stack. Set the stacks aside for

the moment.

lead cut of the board. The other end of the switch aust

have a iead soldered to the left pad of R87 (where PB7

from the PI A used to go). Install the socket connector on

the U23 pins.

Attach lead wires to the remaining connection pads on the

board and install the board into it's socket (027). Remove

resistor R32 and solder one end of a 33 GHH resistor into

the right R32 pad. Solder the RAS lead from the board to

the "dangling” end ’of this resistor. Unsolder and lift the

right side of R188. Solder the CAS lead fro® the board to

the right R103 pad and solder the CA3L iead to the

dangling end of R128 (this is the lower bank select

signal).

Now for the RAH stacks. Install the first stack in the U13

socket. Try to firmly attach (without soldering) the CASH

lead from the board onto the bent out pin 15 on the upper

chip. Also firaiy attach a piece of light gauge, solid,

insulated, easily strippable wire (I used wire-wrap wire)
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to the sane pin (this will be the upper CSS bus...eake it

long enough to reach the pin 15 of all 8 RAH stacks).

Solder the 2 wires to pin 15. Install the next stack in

U14 and solder the BUS wire to pin 15 of this stack.

Proceed in this way until you’ve installed the last stack

in U9. AND YOU'RE DONE!

bank) 6 additional 256K banks. WARNING. ..SEVERE- RAH

MELTDOWN POSSIBLE I And, for software, you're pretty euch

on your own.

ENJOY (TO THE HEGA HAX)...NJR

Close up the box (if you can). You say be able to

reinstall the shielding first if you are an electronics

gysnast. It’s tricky. To power up, you aust have the

TERMINATOR switch so the R87 lead is connected to PB7 fro®

the PIA. Otherwise the screen will stare blankly back at

you (while the self test goes nuts). As SOON as a screen

with cursor appears, shift the switch into TERMINATOR node

and, OFF YOU GO.

Kurt Grittner has coee up with DOS 2.5 patches that

generate 4 RAMDISKS on the TERMINATOR !B5: through 08:1.

All are 787 sectors long. SUITE THE SYSTEM FOR A BBS OR

ANIMATION SYSTEM!

And if that’s not enough, get out your fans and heavy duty

power supplies. The same technique can be used to stack up

up to S sets of 256K chips (THAT’S TWO MEGA BYTES). To do

this, chop the tie high paths froa pins 2 and 3 of the

74LS138 and tie those select inputs to FAT and PA6 of U23

(pins 9 and 8). Then pins 13 through 15 of the 74LS13S can

be used to select (through CAS pin 15 on the RAMS of each

CGMHUfilCdTIQHS
CORNER
The following program although intisidating in appearance,

is a pretty good (and short), modes program. It will work

on almost any mode* but you may be required to change the

device nase ”R", depending upon the particular brand of

modes you have. The program is one of those 'just lying

around on a disk sosewhere programs.

5 DIM INIU08) ,IN2f (100)

9 XIO 38,#5,0,0,“Ri"

10 XIO 36,15, 18,6, "R:”

15 OPEN 11,8,8, "E:"

28 OPEN #5, 13,0, *R;"

38 XIO 40,15,8,8, "R:

”

43 PRINT #5; "ATE880V2S7=255Sil s5E"

58 GOSUB 5B8

68 PRINT "PHONE NUMBER-"

78 INPUT INI

38 PRINT #5;"ATTD“;INI:*,,’

Ini

74LS 138 74LS32 74LS153

1
-

t f
74LS158

(OPTION) HERDER

fl—PB2 D—PB5 Z—RR8 J->J = JUMPER

B—PB3 E--PB6 V—CflSL (OPTION) K->K = 33 OHM RES. (OPTION)

C--PB4 F—PB7 (OPTION) X—CASH (OPTION) L->L = 3.3K RES. (OPTION)

G—CRS (OPTION)
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90 POKE 53279,0: IF (PEEK (S3279/-6) >8 THEN 97

96 GOTO 300

97 STATUS #5, VfiL

99 IF PEEK 1747) +25A+PEEK (743X1 THEN 90

180 SET #5,X

128 IF X<>49 THEN 150

130 ? “RING*

140 GOTO 2800

158 IF XO50 THEN 180

160 ? "BUSY*

170 GOTO 308

188 IF X<>51 THEN 90

190 ? “RESTART”

195 FOR 1=1 TO 200: NEXT I

200 GOTO 400

380 PRINT #5;“ "

310 EOTO 90

320 IF PEEK (747) +256*PEEK (748) < 1 THEN 310

330 GET 15,

X

335 IF X=51 THEN 480

340 STATUS #5, VAL

358 IF PEEK (747) +25o*PEEK(748! >0 THEN 338

368 SOTO 318

480 PRINT #5;”A/“

410 SOTO 90

580 STATUS #5, VAL

600 IF PEEK (747) t256*PEEK (748X1 THEN 588

703 SET #5,

X

800 PUT #1,X

900 STATUS 45, VAL

1088 IF PEEK (747! +256*PEEK (748) >0 THEN 700

1180 RETURN

2033 PRINT “OPEN LINE”

2081 FOR 1=1 TO 490

2805 POKE 53279,3: IF (PEEK (53279) -6! =0 THEN 98

2037 NEXT I

2089 PRINT “FREE LINE”

2010 PRINT #5: * “

2020 POKE 53279,3: IF (PEEK (53279) -6) >0 THEN 2820

2040 SOTO 98

3380 GET #5, Xs PRINT CHR*!X):GGTO 33S8

A special thanks to Paul Schnettler for his contribution

to the User's Group and to the Newsletter at a time in

which we can only state our condolences inadequately.

Thank's Paul.

tuSTMM
*£! I71HRL

fi&iiTisi
ALYiLf?

by Divine

MEGAFONT 3 C+ ($24.95 by XLENT Software)

This utility is good for loading a variety of files and

printing thea out. You can use this to load in any ASCII

or ATASCIi file and then load up a font that can be

created by creat-a-font and print it out. It is compatible

with all printers. It can be used to translate ATASCII to

ASCII and visa-versa. It will also print graphics screens

created by micro painter, graphics master, Koala Pad,

ATARI Touch Tablet, or your own graphics progam. You can

print out your images in three different sizes. This

utility is a excellent for processing i mages and textfiles

and then printing thea out in tandem.

TYPESETTER ($34.95 by XLENT Software)

This utility comes with two separate versions (one on each

side of the disk). One side is for the 333 and S83-XL

machine and the other side is intended for the 138-XE.

This is probibly the most advanced and best of XLENT’

s

text handling software. There are two subhandlers in the

package. One is a text editor; the other a graphics

editor. From the text editor you can load up most standard

graphics screens, ‘and you can then add text from a

built-in word processer. You can print upside down or

backwords from right to left. You can scroll the text 1/8

of a character (or a whole character), either up or down

or right or left (or a combination thereof), in any

direction. Nhile the screen is 83 columns wide a maximum

of 43 columns is displayed at one time. Your text can be

upto four times the normal character width and upfo eight

times the normal character height. The graphics editor is

an • excellent drawing utility which allows the user to move

parts of his text screen to it and then edit the image
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(using a joystick, drawing tablet or cursor keys), and

then return the image back to the test editor. The. i«age

(and text), can then either be saved or printed cut. It is

one of the most sophisticated utilities available for the

ATARI. it's only shortcosing is a total lack, of

cospatability with any standard word processing utility

such as ATARM-ITER., etc.

($29.95 by XLENT Software)

This is very -similar to TYPESETTER in sany respects but it

gives you 83 coiuss on the serein at once; and the two

packages are compatible with one another. PA6E DESIGNER

allows you to see all eighty columns at once, but does not

allow you to see both the top half of the page and the

bottos half of the page at the same time, You oust switch

back and forth between the top and bottos (two different,

separate screens). Both EASE DESIGNER and TYPESETTER allow

you to load in any character set (font), you have; and

they both come with an adequate supply of fonts on the

disks. These three programs have been used to create *ost

of the headlines and much of the artwork (excluding the

drawings by P.tC. and his KOALA pad), for this month's ish.

FOR SALE; ‘ PE INT5H-DP ' (Asking 135.00; New!... call 263-5681

days or 24'!<-7893 nights: ask for At)

Sin HEHS sirl„ t .

E»U£ATIOff SIG
Chii r

: Joe Imilkowski: 271-8614

testing* -Thurs.
?

Nov, 14th; 7;80 at 2328 Rowley Ave. (one

block south of Nest High School). Lessons in "All ypu can

do
3

in 8,0,8. will be presented.

The Education 513 is now scheduling lessons in BASIC

progressing for the ATARI, These lessons will be

structured activities working with prepared workbooks

which will. accomodate a variety at learning abilities and

levels of expertise. Advanced level activities will be

presented to advanced learners while beginning activities

will be presented to beginning. learners. A ainisus number

of students is required and classes will.be held every

other week. Interested sesbers should contact the SIS

chair to sign up in advance.

S1G
Chair: Joel Plutchak: 262-8525

Meeting ; SatM Nov. 9th. Please call for time and place,

fieibers will be discussing the general direction of this

' SIB and will attempt to define member's interests and

needs.

CQHHUKXCATX6HS SIG
Chair: Dave Htlllinh: 249-4359

fleeting: Ned., Nov. 13th at John Caar's home (the usual

place). Please call for agenda of the meeting it you are

interested.

HABAHARE SIR
Chair: hits Rednond: 243-1534 (daytiae)i 233-2405

(evenings)

Meeting: Tues,, Nov. 5th at 7:88 p.i., Nest High in the

Science Lab (usual. place).

The group will be looking at a 1280-XL with the idea of

expanding it to 512k of RAH. The 888 TERHINATGR-XL will be.

demonstrated
,

reviewed and discussed. The new DOS for this

machine and the the DOS for the RAHBO-XL will also be

looked at. in addition a 'Solder-nite' will be discussed

for all of those sermers who are ready with their 256k

chips and other paradlilniMa who are. waiting .to upgrade

their 'old' XL's.

BIIBISL
§51 A.l. Pivisie

The latest news coding through the grapevine is that ATARI

will produce an expansion module for its XL-iine of

computers: 'Shades of De Je Vous ' , No word on whether it

is a 258k or 512k unit. “You stick with us Jack and we'll

show you new .it's done.!”

It would be nice to see our newsletter produced entirely

on the ATARI, There are newsletters coming to us from

around the country, sose of which are produced entirely on

computers* IT any of our membership has any ideas on how

this tight be further accoaplished 1 would appreciate

their contacting te with their knowledge or ideas. Not

everyone has access to an art studio such as is currently

in use for our newsletter. The time will cate when it will

become necessary for our newsletter to be produced in a

less sophisticated environment. This editor will be

leaving the Madison area in approximately a year (or

less), and our User's Group needs to think about what the

Newsletter should be like at that
.
time. I hope it will be

computerized and automated,..
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